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Abstract 

In today’s business environment, the trend towards more product variety and customization is unbroken. Due to this development, the need of 
agile and reconfigurable production systems emerged to cope with various products and product families. To design and optimize production
systems as well as to choose the optimal product matches, product analysis methods are needed. Indeed, most of the known methods aim to 
analyze a product or one product family on the physical level. Different product families, however, may differ largely in terms of the number and 
nature of components. This fact impedes an efficient comparison and choice of appropriate product family combinations for the production
system. A new methodology is proposed to analyze existing products in view of their functional and physical architecture. The aim is to cluster
these products in new assembly oriented product families for the optimization of existing assembly lines and the creation of future reconfigurable 
assembly systems. Based on Datum Flow Chain, the physical structure of the products is analyzed. Functional subassemblies are identified, and 
a functional analysis is performed. Moreover, a hybrid functional and physical architecture graph (HyFPAG) is the output which depicts the 
similarity between product families by providing design support to both, production system planners and product designers. An illustrative
example of a nail-clipper is used to explain the proposed methodology. An industrial case study on two product families of steering columns of 
thyssenkrupp Presta France is then carried out to give a first industrial evaluation of the proposed approach. 
© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the scientific committee of the 28th CIRP Design Conference 2018. 
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1. Introduction 

Due to the fast development in the domain of 
communication and an ongoing trend of digitization and
digitalization, manufacturing enterprises are facing important
challenges in today’s market environments: a continuing
tendency towards reduction of product development times and
shortened product lifecycles. In addition, there is an increasing
demand of customization, being at the same time in a global 
competition with competitors all over the world. This trend, 
which is inducing the development from macro to micro 
markets, results in diminished lot sizes due to augmenting
product varieties (high-volume to low-volume production) [1]. 
To cope with this augmenting variety as well as to be able to
identify possible optimization potentials in the existing
production system, it is important to have a precise knowledge

of the product range and characteristics manufactured and/or 
assembled in this system. In this context, the main challenge in
modelling and analysis is now not only to cope with single 
products, a limited product range or existing product families,
but also to be able to analyze and to compare products to define
new product families. It can be observed that classical existing
product families are regrouped in function of clients or features.
However, assembly oriented product families are hardly to find. 

On the product family level, products differ mainly in two
main characteristics: (i) the number of components and (ii) the
type of components (e.g. mechanical, electrical, electronical). 

Classical methodologies considering mainly single products 
or solitary, already existing product families analyze the
product structure on a physical level (components level) which 
causes difficulties regarding an efficient definition and
comparison of different product families. Addressing this 
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1. Introduction 

The cutting forces generated during the machining of fiber 

reinforced composites are of major concern because of their 

direct prelateship to delamination damage. Excessive forces 

normal to the stacking plane promote delamination by 

separation of the unsupported top and/or bottom plies of the 

laminate. Generally, the cutting forces in machining are 

dependent on the cutting tool geometry as well as process 

parameters such as spindle speed and feed rate with the later 

defining the uncut chip thickness. Of particular interest when 

using a defined geometry tool, is the effect of rake angle on 

cutting forces owing to its effect on the mode of fiber cutting. 

Several studies have previously addressed the cutting force 

behavior and its relationship to chip formation and machining 

damage in orthogonal cutting of fiber reinforced composites. 

Kaneeda [1], Wang et al. [2] and Wang ad Zhang [3] 

delineating the important roles of the cutting tool geometry and 

the fiber cutting angle in determining the chip formation 

mechanism. Hintze et al. [4] studied the occurrence of fiber 

overhang when slot milling unidirectional CFRP and showed 

that machining damage is promoted by tool wear and that it 

occurs in a critical fiber cutting angle range (90˚ ≤ ≤ 180˚). 
Damage might also propagate outside this critical range under 

certain conditions. The works of Wang et al. [5] and Voss et al. 

[6] also showed that machining damage might occur outside 

this critical range. In the latter study, it was shown that the 
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Abstract 

Cutting forces generated during traditional machining of fiber reinforced polymer composites play an important role in determining machined 

surface quality. The cutting force signals also provide a live indicator of the dynamic behavior of the chip formation process. Cutting forces in 

machining FRPs are dependent primarily on the instantaneous fiber cutting angle, chip thickness, cutting edge geometry and the current state of 

cutting edge wear. In this study, effects of the cutting edge rake angle and tool wear on cutting force evolution during slot milling of unidirectional 

carbon fiber reinforced polymer (UD-CFRP) composite was investigated. The cutting forces were measured in the feed and normal directions 

and then transformed to the tangential and radial directions of the tool path. A simplified cutting force model consisting of a shearing region and 

a pressing was used to determine the shearing and friction force components. This allowed determination of the friction coefficient on the 

clearance face of the tool. It was found that the friction coefficient varied significantly with rake angle and fiber cutting angle. The effect of rake 

angle on cutting forces is more discernable in the shearing region with positive rake angle tool providing the most efficient cutting. Furthermore, 

correlations were found between machining damage and the magnitude and orientation of the resultant shearing force. 
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formation of fiber overhang is promoted by high resultant 

cutting forces. Furthermore, an increase in the cutting edge rake 

angle was shown to increase machining quality due to a 

decrease in the resultant cutting forces and the more favorable 

mode of chip formation. It is imperative to note here that the 

resultant cutting force considered in [6] is the apparent total 

force. However, the total cutting force is composed of an active 

force component, which is responsible for fiber cutting and a 

passive component representing the friction on the clearance 

face. Zhang et al. [7] proposed a mechanics force prediction 

model in which the cutting zone ahead of the cutting tool was 

divided into three regions, namely, chipping, pressing and 

bouncing. The resultant cutting force in machining is therefore 

composed of contributions from these three regions. This 

model was further simplified by Maegawa et al. [8] by 

combining the pressing and bouncing regions into one region 

where friction is dominant. Nonetheless, it is not clear from 

these previous studies as of which of the force components 

actually promotes the occurrence of delamination. 

The friction behavior in machining CFRPs is an important 

phenomenon because of its effect on the cutting forces, tool 

wear progression and cutting temperatures. Therefore, an 

accurate estimation of the friction coefficient is a requirement 

for both analytical and numerical modeling of the machining 

process. Tribometers can measure the friction coefficient at 

different loads, temperatures or sliding velocities which help 

identify the optimum cutting parameters. However, calculating 

friction coefficient from cutting force measurement is an 

alternative. Up to date, there are only a few attempts to quantify 

the friction behavior of FRPs under realistic machining 

conditions. Nayak et al. [9] studied the friction behavior of UD-

GFRP blanks of different fiber orientations on a rotating HSS 

disk and reported that the friction coefficient increased with 

increasing inclination angle of the fibers. Klinkova et al. [10] 

studied the influence of sliding velocity on the friction 

coefficient between TiN coated carbide and randomly 

structured CFRP. Voss et al. [11] utilized a cutting tribometer 

and showed that the coefficient of friction varied only slightly 

with fiber orientation in the sliding of diamond coated carbide 

pin against UD-CFRP. Xu et al. [12] investigated the 

contribution of elastic springback to the apparent friction 

coefficient between tungsten carbide tool and multidirectional 

CFRP. It was determined that the elastic friction coefficient is 

very small when compared to the apparent coefficient. 

The present work utilizes a slot milling experiment to study 

the cutting force evolution and friction behavior during 

machining UD-CFRP using tools with �ve, 0 and +ve rake 

angles. The simplified cutting model in [8] was used to evaluate 

the cutting forces in the two regions of the model. This allowed 

a more realistic estimation of the friction coefficient. The 

relationship between the cutting forces, tool geometry and 

machining damage is also delineated. 

2. Materials and Methods 

Slot milling experiments were conducted on unidirectional 

CFRP laminates in dry cutting environment. The cutting tool 

was a single straight flute uncoated tungsten carbide cutter with 

a diameter of 10 mm. Three rake angles were used in the slot 

milling operation, namely  = -15, 0 and 15˚. All tools had a 

clearance angle of 15˚ and a nose radius of less than 4.0 m. 

The cutting edge was perpendicular to the cutting velocity 

vector, thus ensuring orthogonal cutting. Slot milling was 

performed on 3.0 mm thick unidirectional CFRP laminates and 

the length of cut was approximately 20 mm. A new cutting edge 

was used for each experiment and the cutting edge was 

examined before and after cutting. The CFRP blank dimensions 

were 80 mm in length and 60 mm in width. The workpiece 

material was an intermediate modulus unidirectional 

continuous carbon fiber reinforced epoxy composite 

(IM6/3501-6) with 62% fiber volume fraction. The cutting 

forces in the feed and normal directions were measured using a 

Kistler (Type 9257B) piezoelectric dynamometer at a sampling 

frequency of 24kHz. The cutting force signals were 

conditioned and filtered by a 1kHz low pass filter using Kistler 

(Type 5070) charge amplifier. Images for quality assessment 

were captured using Zeiss Smartzoom 5 microscope. 

Figure 1 shows the different angle definitions used in this 

study. The cutter rotation (immersion) angle, 砿, is measured in 

a clockwise direction from entry. The laminate orientation 

angle, , is measured clockwise from the feed direction to the 

fiber. Four different laminate orientations  = 0˚, 45˚, 90˚ and 

135˚ were used. The fiber cutting angle, , is measured in a 

clockwise direction from the cutting velocity vector to the 

fiber. In milling, the uncut chip thickness, ac, fiber cutting 

angle, , and cutting configuration (up-milling vs. down-

milling) change continuously with increasing the rotation 

angle. The mode of chip formation and the cutting forces 

depend greatly on the fiber cutting angle [1, 2]. The uncut chip 

thickness is related to the feed speed, F, and rotation speed, N, 

by the relationship, 欠頂 噺 血佃 嫌件券岫砿岻 噺 庁朝 嫌件券岫砿岻 (1) 

where 血佃 is the feed per tooth. The spindle speed and feed speed 

were held constant at 4000 rpm and 100 mm/min for all milling 

experiments.  

 
Figure 1. Slot milling geometry and the different angle conventions. 

Table 1 shows typical fiber cutting angles for the different 

laminate orientations and different cutter rotation angles. It can 

be seen that for any given laminate orientation, the fiber cutting 

angle spans the whole spectrum from 0 to 180˚, and thus, 

different chip formation modes occur as the tool rotates from 

entry to exit. The cutting configuration also changes with 

rotation angle. For rotation angles less than 90˚, the cutting 

velocity vector and the tool feed vector are both in the same 

direction and the cutter is engaged in up-milling. For rotation 

angles greater than 90˚, the cutting velocity vector and the tool 
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feed vector are in opposite directions and the cutter is engaged 

in down-milling. 

Table 1. Variation of fiber cutting angle with rotation angle and laminate 

orientation. 

  ふDWｪぶ 爾 ふDWｪぶ = ヰこ = ヴヵこ = Γヰこ = ヱンヵこ 

ヰ ヰが ヱΒヰ ヴヵ Γヰ ヱンヵ 

ヴヵ ヱンヵ ヰが ヱΒヰ ヴヵ Γヰ 

Γヰ Γヰ ヱンヵ ヰが ヱΒヰ ヴヵ 

ヱンヵ ヴヵ Γヰ ヱンヵ ヰが ヱΒヰ 

ヱΒヰ ヰが ヱΒヰ ヴヵ Γヰ ヱンヵ 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. The cutting force cycle 

The cutting forces in the feed and normal direction for one 

tool rotation were obtained by averaging 10 cutting cycles after 

the full engagement of the cutter diameter in the workpiece. 

These forces were then transformed to the tangential and radial 

directions using the transformation equation (3).  

磐繋痛繋追卑 噺 釆伐嫌件券岫砿岻 潔剣嫌岫砿岻潔剣嫌岫砿岻 嫌件券岫砿岻挽 磐繋掴繋槻卑 (3) 

Figure 2 shows the transformed cutting force cycles for the 

four laminates and three rake angles used in this study. 

Generally, the cutting forces increased with rotation angle to a 

maximum and then decreased to almost zero level at cutting 

edge exit. This is somewhat in accordance with the variation in 

the uncut chip thickness, which follows a sine wave as 

indicated by eq.(1). However, the force signals deviate greatly 

from the perfect sine wave due to the effects of a continuously 

changing fiber cutting angle and the noise caused by low 

frequency dynamic response of the tool/fixture system. FFT 

analysis of the force signals revealed that low frequency 

oscillations of the cutting forces occurred mainly at the low 

order harmonics of the tool passing frequency (n, where n = 

1,�4). Therefore, the exact form of the cutting force cycle 

cannot be obtained from the collected force signals as is. 

Nevertheless, the signal to noise ratio is the highest at tool 

rotation angle = 90˚, corresponding to the maximum uncut 

chip thickness. Therefore, some inferences about the changes 

in cutting forces with process variables might be possible by 

studying the cutting force behavior at this particular rotation 

angle. 

Figure 3 shows the variation of the tangential and radial 

forces with fiber cutting angle and rake angle for the tool 

rotation angle = 90˚. As shown in Table 1, the fiber cutting 

angles at this position for the four different laminates = 0, 45, 

90 and 135˚ are = 90, 135, 0/180 and 45˚, respectively. It can 

be seen that the tangential force is sensitive to changes in the 

rake angle, with the tangential force decreasing as the rake 

angle increases from -15 to 15˚. The radial force is not sensitive 

to the rake angle for fiber cutting angles of 45, 90 and 135˚, but 

it is highly sensitive for the fiber cutting angle 0/180˚. 

Furthermore, the radial force is much higher than the tangential 

force for the 0/180˚ and 45˚ fiber cutting angles and for all rake 

angles. These results are in good agreement with the cutting 

force behavior in orthogonal machining of UD-CFRPs as 

reported in references [2, 4]. 

 

 
Figure 2. Variation of cutting forces with rotation angle for the different 

laminate orientations and rake angles used. 

 

Figure 3. Effect of rake angle and fiber cutting angle of cutting forces at 

maximum uncut chip thickness 砿 = 90˚. 

3.2. Friction behavior 

Figure 4 shows a simplified cutting model according to [8]. 

In this model, the area ahead of the cutting edge is divided into 

two regions. Region 1 is the fiber cutting region where the 

fibers are sheared by the advancing cutting edge according to 

Merchant�s minimum energy principle. The cutting forces in 

this region depend mainly on the fiber cutting angle and 
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mechanical strength of the fibers, and they are independent of 

cutting edge wear. The fibers in Region 2 are not cut, but rather 

pressed by elastic deformation under the clearance face. The 

friction force in this region is proportional to the pressing force 

by the friction coefficient. The total cutting forces in the 

tangential and radial direction are the algebraic sum of the 

forces in the two regions, 繋痛 噺 繋痛怠 髪 繋痛態 噺 迎怠潔剣嫌岫紅 伐 糠岻 髪 航鶏繋追 噺 繋追怠 髪 繋追態 噺 迎怠嫌件券岫紅 伐 糠岻 髪 鶏  (4) 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Simplified cutting model according to Maegawa et al. [8]. 

 

The pressing force in region 2 increases with the increase in 

edge radius due to tool wear. Thus, the change in the total 

cutting forces during milling can be represented only by the 

change in the forces in region 2, i.e. Ft2=P and Fr2=P. 

Subsequently, the coefficient of friction in region 2 can be 

estimated by the equation, 航 噺 蔦庁禰蔦庁認 噺 蔦庁禰鉄蔦庁認鉄 (5) 

Figure 5 shows the change in the cutting forces over time 

for the 90˚ laminate and 0˚ rake angle cutting tool. It can be 

seen that the most significant change in the cutting forces 

occurs in the radial component, possibly due to the increase in 

the pressing force caused by the cutting edge rounding. Figure 

6 shows the ratio of the tangential force to the radial force for 

the 90˚ laminate and for different rake angles. The slopes of the 

regression lines in this figure represent the friction coefficients, 

 for the different rake angles. 

 

 
Figure 5. Change of cutting forces over time for laminate orientation  = 90˚ 

and rake angle  = 90˚. 

The friction coefficient in milling UD-CFRP was estimated 

using the method outlined above for all combinations of 

laminate orientations and rake angles and the results are shown 

in Figure 7 as a function of the fiber cutting angle. It is noted 

that the same fiber cutting angle is obtained from different 

combinations of tool rotation angles and laminate orientations 

as shown in Table 1. However, for some rotation angles and 

laminate orientations (e.g. =135˚, =0˚) the noise in the force 

signal was very high and estimation of the friction coefficient 

was not reliable. Therefore, each point in Fig.7 represents the 

average of friction coefficients obtained mainly from the 

combinations (=45˚, 90˚ and =90˚, 135˚). Only one reliable 

data point could be obtained for the 0 and -15˚ rake angles at 

fiber cutting angle of 90˚. 
 

 
Figure 6. The ratio of tangential force over radial force for laminate 

orientation  = 90˚ and =90˚. 

It is shown that the variation of  with fiber cutting angle is 

extremely sensitive to the tool rake angle. For  = -15˚,  varied 

slightly with fiber cutting angle from 0.12 to 0.25 and the 

lowest  was at  = 90˚. For the  = 0 and 15˚,  varied 

significantly with fiber cutting angle where the highest  = 0.84 

occurred at  = 90˚ for  = -15˚ and the lowest  = 0.08 

occurred at  = 0/180˚ for  = 0˚. The high coefficient of 

friction in this case could be attributed to the severe bending 

and elastic spring back associated with the 90˚ laminate. To the 

contrary, the lack of bending and spring back associated with 

parallel fibers resulted in a low friction coefficient. Comparing 

the present findings with those reported in the literature [9-12],  

it can be concluded that the range of values of the friction 

coefficient and its relationship with fiber orientation shown in 

Fig. 7 are in good agreement, keeping in mind the differences 

in tool/FRP pairs used by the different sources. The reported 

friction coefficient increased from 0.3 to 0.9 with fiber 

inclination angle for HSS/GFRP [9], was 0.25 for CFRP/TiN 

coated carbide [10] and 0.32 for CFRP/uncoated carbide [12].  

 

 
Figure 7. Variation of the friction coefficient with fiber cutting angle for 

different rake angles. 
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3.3. Force decomposition 

Once the friction coefficient is determined, the resultant 

shearing force R1 and pressing force P can be obtained by 

solving equations (4) as:  迎怠 噺 庁禰貸禎庁認頂墜鎚岫庭貸底岻貸禎 鎚沈津岫庭貸底岻 (6) 

鶏 噺 庁禰鎚沈津岫庭貸底岻貸庁認頂墜鎚岫庭貸底岻禎鎚沈津岫庭貸底岻貸頂墜鎚岫庭貸底岻   (7) 

where the friction angle紅 is determined by:  紅 噺 建欠券貸怠 航  (8) 

Figure 8(a) shows the variation of the decomposed 

tangential shearing force Ft1 and friction force Ft2 with fiber 

cutting angle for the three rake angles used. Similarly, Figure 

8(b) shows the variation of the decomposed radial shearing 

force Fr1 and pressing force Fr2. Of the three rake angles, the 

tangential shearing force is the smallest for  = 15˚, indicating 

very efficient cutting of the fibers with this angle. This is due 

to favorable conditions for continuous chip formation and the 

reduced deformation to the fibers [1, 2]. The influence of the 

rake angle is most significant at 90˚ fiber cutting angle. At this 

angle, the friction force for the positive rake angle tool is the 

highest. The tangential shearing force and friction force are 

comparable in magnitude for the 0/180˚ fiber cutting angle. On 

the other hand, the pressing force is much larger than the radial 

shearing force for 0/180˚ and 45˚ fiber cutting angles. The 

smallest friction forces and smallest pressing forces occur for 

fiber cutting angles of 90 and 135˚. At these particular fiber 

orientations, the cut fibers move away from the tool clearance 

face as they bounce back, causing less pressure on the tool face. 

3.4. Relationship to machining damage 

Machining damage in milling UD-CFRP occurred mainly in 

the form of overhanging uncut fibers (fuzzing) and cracking of 

the laminate as shown in Fig. 9. Table 2 shows the range of 

fiber cutting angles at which fuzzing was observed for the 

different laminate orientations and rake angles. The 

corresponding tool rotation angles are also shown between 

parentheses. Fuzzing was more frequent than cracking and 

occurred mostly for 0˚, 45˚ and 135˚ laminate orientations. 

Fuzzing and cracking were also associated more with the 

negative rake angle tool due to the higher cutting forces. For 

the 0˚ laminate fuzzing was observed at the tip of the cutting 

circle ahead of the cutting tool. Cracking occurred mostly for 

the 45˚ and 90˚ laminates and appeared always on the down-

milling side. For the 45˚ laminate fuzzing was observed on the 

up-milling and down-milling sides, while for the 135˚ laminate 

it appeared only on the up-milling side. Table 2 shows that 

fuzzing occurred mostly in the fiber cutting angle range from 

120˚ to 20˚ for the negative and zero rake angle tools. This 

observation is consistent with the findings of Wang et al. [5] 

and Voss et al. [6]. For the positive rake angle tool, fuzzing 

occurred in a much narrower range of fiber cutting angles on 

the up-milling side of the slot.  

 

 

 
Figure 8. Variation of the tangential (a) and radial (b) cutting force 

components in the shearing and pressing regions, respectively (砿 噺 ひど墜). 

 
Figure 9. Fuzzing and cracking damage when milling laminate orientation 

= 135˚. 
 

Table 2. Cutting fiber angle ranges at which fuzzing was observed. 

Corresponding tool rotation angles are shown between parentheses 
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The relationship between machining damage and cutting 

forces is explained by studying the resultant cutting force 

magnitudes and orientations as shown in Figures 10 and 11. 

The resultant force in region 1, R1, makes an angle () with 

the cutting speed vector and an angle  with the fibers. The total 

resultant force, R makes an angle  with the cutting speed 

vector. The resultant force in region 2, R2, assumes an 

orientation which is uniquely determined by the orientations of 

R1 and R. The magnitudes and orientations of the three 

resultant forces change continuously with the rotation angle as 

shown in Figure 11 for the 135˚ laminate. 
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As shown in Table 2, fuzzing appears for the 135˚ laminate 

in the tool rotation angle range of 30-110˚ for the negative rake 

tool and 30-70˚ for the zero rake tool. These ranges are 

characterized by increasingly high shearing forces and high 

inclination angles  as shown in Figure 11. Similar conditions 

were also found for the other laminate orientations. According 

to [4] and [6], the occurrence of overhanging uncut fibers is 

caused by the fiber behaving as a cantilever beam which evades 

cutting by bending out of plane ahead of the cutting edge. This 

behavior is obviously promoted by high cutting forces which 

act transverse to the fiber (i.e.  is in the neighborhood of 90˚). 
On the other hand, shallow angles promote fiber cutting due to 

the combined effect of stretching and shearing, and thus fiber 

bending is less likely. For instance, the inclination angle of R1 

for the positive rake angle tool is high, but its magnitude is very 

low, and therefore fuzzing does not occur due to insufficient 

bending force. Also, for tool rotation angles greater than 110˚, 
the inclination angle of R1 drops significantly and fuzzing 

disappears due to the combined effect of stretching and 

shearing. Therefore, it can be concluded from this observation 

that a necessary condition for overhanging fibers to occur is 

that the magnitude of the shearing force R1 must by sufficiently 

high and its inclination angle  is closer to the perpendicular. 

 
Figure 10. Resultant cutting forces and their orientation. 

 

 
Figure 11. Evolution of the resultant cutting forces (a) and their orientation 

(b) during one revolution for  = 135˚. 

Conclusions 

Cutting forces in slot milling of UD-CFRP were analyzed 

using a two-regions cutting model and correlations were made 

between machining damage and the magnitude and direction of 

the shearing force. The main conclusions of this work are: 

 The estimated coefficient of friction on the clearance face 

depends on the fiber cutting angle, with the average 

peaking at = 90˚く 
 From cutting force, surface integrity and tool wear 

perspectives, tools with  ≥ 0˚ are ideal. 

 Machining damage most likely occurs in the form of 

overhanging fibers when the resultant shearing force is 

sufficiently and high and its orientation is transverse to the 

fibers. 
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